Succeed in the commercial auto market—start with fast, reliable information.

$14 billion

That’s how much commercial auto insurers reported in underwriting losses from 2013 to 2018. While premiums are up, so are claims frequency and severity—and losses outpace premiums. But you can still succeed. The place to start is with fast, reliable prefill data.

Verisk’s Commercial Vehicle Prefill is the solution.

**Speed and efficiency**
Processing commercial auto applications can require millions of keystrokes per year—a time-consuming, error-prone process. With Commercial Vehicle Prefill, enter a name and address to auto-populate more than 60 fields of data fast.

**Accuracy**
Accuracy of quote is essential, and Commercial Vehicle Prefill provides reliable, verified data. We uncover personal vehicles on commercial policies, true registration type, true owner, and more.

**Exposure clarity**
Commercial Vehicle Prefill improves overall exposure clarity, especially important for risks with commercial filings or other unlisted vehicles.

**Greater potential**
Commercial Vehicle Prefill helps uncover new potential to expand your quote. Get rating and underwriting information on more vehicles at the address in question, hidden risks, and incomplete data.

**Better customer experience**
Accuracy of quote is essential, and Commercial Vehicle Prefill provides reliable, verified data. We uncover personal vehicles on commercial policies, true registration type, true owner, and more.

1. AM Best
Additional benefits
• Easier processing for you and your customers
• Faster application-to-quote process
• More accurate initial quotes
• Additional information about the risks you quote.

Verisk suite of commercial auto services and tools
Verisk’s comprehensive suite of commercial auto products can help you win in the marketplace. We also offer tools for capturing loss history, driver monitoring, renewal analytics, telematics, and more to help you optimize your underwriting process, match the right price to risk, and accelerate your speed to quote.

NOTE: Commercial Vehicle Prefill is not available in the following states: CA, HI, NH, NY, OK, PA, VA.

Reliable, fast, detailed information—just input a name and address

Key fields with 100% fill rate
• VIN
• Year
• Make
• Model
• License plate (where applicable)

More than 60 other fields
• Body type
• Gross Vehicle Weight
• Four-wheel drive (Y/N)
• Registered owner
• Name code (owner, lessor, lessee, lien holder, etc.)
• Branded designation (flood, junk, fire and hail damage, stolen, etc.)
• Plate type (official, exempt, farm commercial, etc.)

For more information, contact your Verisk representative:

1-800-888-4476  verisk.com/CommercialAuto  CommercialAuto@verisk.com